ELECTION RESULTS
ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION
SABATTUS, MAINE
NOVEMBER 2, 2021

SELECTMAN, ASSESSOR & OVERSEER OF THE POOR (Vote for 2) (Three Year)

CURRAN, JEAN-PAUL  580
HINKLEY, NOEL  609
LAPLANTE, JP NORMAND  632
Write In  KERR, CLEM  85
Write In  MARQUIS, ANDRE  87

BUDGET COMMITTEE MEMBER (Vote for 2) (Three Year)

Write-in  CLIFFORD, LAURA  3
Write-in  MARQUIS, ANDRE  3

BUDGET COMMITTEE MEMBER (Vote for 1) (One Year)

Write-in  KERR, CLEM  4

PLANNING BOARD MEMBER (Vote for 2) (Three Year)

Write-in  MARQUIS, ANDRE  7
Write-in  GRENIER, DAVID  4

SANITARY/WATER DISTRICT TRUSTEE (Vote for 2) (Three Year)

DION, DANIEL  972
LACOMBE, RICHARD  879
REGIONAL SCHOOL UNIT NO 4 DIRECTOR (Vote for 2) (Three Year)

CLIFFORD, LAURA  504
WATERMAN, JENNIFER  838
WHALEN, DIANE  567

PLANNING BOARD ALT MEMBER (Vote for 1) (One Year)

Write-in  KERR, CLEM  4

Amy Dequette
Warden

Brenda Letourneau
Town Clerk